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committee roles are fulfilled by new people who
step into the roles vacated by those who leave.
I note that many jobs can be shared, so the
work needn’t become over-burdensome and I
can personally attest that our wonderful steering
committee is a terrific group of people and great
fun to be around (except for the occasionally
grumpy new chairman). I am especially keen to
find a new treasurer as, the current one (me),
needs a successor.
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So, if you are interested in taking a role, large or
small, please talk to me or any one of our
current steering committee members.
Michael Lesser
Chairman, QNHG
NEWSLETTER EDITOR’S MESSAGE
Many thanks to the following for their
contributions to the third newsletter of the
2008/9 Season:

Front Cover Picture:
Butterfly Tarucus rosaceus on Zygophyllum
qatarense by David Gillespie









CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
Dear Members,
I am honoured to have been given the
opportunity to take over as chairman as the
QNHG enters its 31st year. As many of you
already know, Jens-Ole had to step down as
Chairman and field trip coordinator for personal
reasons. Fortunately, most of this season’s
plans were well under way and we have
continued to run a spectacular programme of
rambles, talks and a wonderful 30th Anniversary
dinner celebration. My thanks go to all the
volunteers who made this possible.

John Thompson
Brian Hunter
Louise Hunter
Fran Gillespie
Mark Murase
Lenie van Duijn
David Gillespie

This issue of the newsletter is available on the
QNHG website, together with previous issues
which can be found in the archive section.
The QNHG Newsletter needs your input! If you
have any announcements to make, information
of goings-on in Qatar, news concerning natural
history or want to share an account of a fieldtrip
you have been on or any other item that you
think members would be interested in, then we
want to hear from you.

The QNHG has been an important part of my
Qatar experience since my arrival and I know
that holds true for many of our now 400+ strong
membership. But, we are all volunteers and can
only function if people get involved. We are now
beginning to plan for next season and I invite
more of you to join our leadership. Tasks range
from large to small; planning and leading
rambles (this year we had an outing almost
weekly), helping out at the meetings, doing
whatever needs to be done! The transient
nature of the expat community in Doha means
that as people leave and new ones arrive, our

Please send any articles, information or
announcements to newsletter-editor@qnhg.org
or hunterlm95@yahoo.com and put ‘QNHG
Newsletter’ in the subject line. Please send
photographs separately and make sure to label
them.
Remember to check the website regularly for
updates regarding our talks programme and
regular rambles.
Louise Hunter
Newsletter Editor
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at this dinner but also at the QNHG’s 20th and
25th anniversary celebrations.

QNHG MEETING DETAILS
QNHG meetings take place between October
and June, usually on the first Wednesday of
the month. They are held at 7.30 pm in the
gymnasium of the Doha English Speaking
School (DESS). [See location map below].
However, due to the growing membership, the
location of meetings may sometimes be
changed to the larger Multi purpose hall at
DESS. An illustrated talk follows the
announcements, and there is a small lending
library of books available to members. Look out
for further email announcements regarding talks
from QNHG.

Also present were former members Stephen
Day, a frequent visitor to Qatar, who served as
British ambassador from 1981 to 1984, and
Edward Lewis who served as Chairman of the
QNHG from 1990 to 1996. Mr. Lewis had flown
out from the UK specially to attend the
Anniversary Dinner. Before the meal, current
QNHG member Ellie LeBaron, who had
previously been a member from 1980 to 1982,
shared her memories of expeditions with the
Group in those days. She was followed by
Stephen Day, and finally by Fran Gillespie, a
member from 1985 to date. Between them the
three speakers covered the three decades of the
QNHG’s existence.

Plate 1: DESS Location Map
Aggie Traditional Club of Texas A & M University

QNHG 30TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

Guests were entertained with impressive sword
dancing by the Aggie Traditional Club of Texas
A & M University: a group of young men who
aim to keep alive the traditional songs and
dances of Qatar. After dinner coupons were
distributed for a draw for special prizes. Star
prizes were two return tickets to Europe donated
by KLM. Our thanks go to KLM for their
generous sponsorship and to all those who gave
up their time to make the evening such a
success and to the staff of Sharq Village & Spa.

Qatar Natural History Group (QNHG) celebrated
its Pearl Anniversary in style on Friday 6th
March, with a grand celebratory dinner at the
Sharq Village and Spa.
The dinner was attended by around 170
members and friends, including a number of
distinguished guests to help mark our 30 years
in Qatar. These included Khalid al-Rabban, a
businessman whose Rabban Group of
companies includes Ready Mix and Rayyan
Mineral Water. For many years Mr. Al Rabban
has sponsored the visits of the QNHG’s
speakers from overseas. Also attending was Dr
Darwish al-Farh, the first director of the National
Museum. Now in his 80s, Dr. al-Farh was
present at the inauguration of the QNHG in the
museum gardens, as were his colleagues
Jassim Zaini, now a well-known artist and
businessman, and marine biologist Ibrahim
Fouad Ahmed. All three were present not only

History of the QNHG
The promised history of the QNHG has been
published and is available on our website for
you to download if you wish. Many thanks to all
those who sent photographs and stories of the
early days of the QNHG to Fran Gillespie.
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Since its inception the MWSRP’s international
team of biologists have been building up a
demographic profile of the whale shark
population though a non-invasive technique
called photo-identification. Having documented
over four hundred encounters with whale sharks
the team have identified one hundred and three
individual sharks, all of them immature and only
four of them females. We estimate the size of
the population is very small, probably not
exceeding one hundred and fifty individuals.

THE MALDIVES WHALE SHARK
RESEARCH PROGRAMME
Established in 2006 the Maldives Whale Shark
Research Programme (MWSRP) is a non-profit
organisation that exists to facilitate whale shark
research and to foster community-focussed
conservation initiatives in the Republic of
Maldives. The MWSRP is an active member of
the international conservation coalition, the
Shark Alliance.

By collaborating on groundbreaking Satellite
tagging and DNA analysis projects the MWSRP
is gaining access to essential information and
providing researchers all over the world with an
insight into the local, regional and possible
trans-Indian Ocean movements of the whale
sharks that aggregate in South Ari atoll.

The pioneering research of the MWSRP into the
demographics and movements of the whale
shark population in the Maldives provides the
scientific basis behind the programme’s wider
conservation goals.

One of 400 recorded whale shark encounters
Whale Shark fitted with a ‘Pop-up’ Satellite Tag

By working closely with island chiefs, the newly
instated Maldivian government and other key
industry stakeholders the MWSRP is currently
developing a Marine Protected Area programme
to preserve the Maldives’ largest and most
consistent whale shark aggregation site –
Mamigilli Reef. This exciting initiative, the first of
its kind in the Maldives, will provide the focus for
sustainable whale shark eco-tourism.

MWSRP Conservation
Whale sharks, like all sharks, mature slowly and
reproduce infrequently. This, coupled with the
fact that they are placid filter feeders and swim
slowly close to the surface, makes them
extremely vulnerable. The IUCN have
categorised them as such, stating that they
expect a worldwide population decrease of
twenty – fifty percent in the next one hundred
years.

MWSRP Research
Very basic questions about whale sharks remain
unanswered in the Maldives: How many sharks
are there? Why do they gather in this particular
region? Where do they travel to? Which routes
do they take and why? The answers to these
questions are critical to ensuring the most
effective measures are taken to protect the
whale shark, both within the Maldives and
though out the Indian Ocean.

The Problem
Illegal poaching for the shark fin trade, pollution
of the coral reef ecosystem and increasingly, the
unregulated nature of tourist/whale shark
encounters are the three major threats to the
whale sharks’ survival in the Maldives.
-3-
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A comparative scarring study carried out by the
MWSRP revealed that Maldivian whale sharks
bare the highest frequency of major injuries
caused by boat propellers in the Indian Ocean.

enforced will benefit the local community as well
as the whale shark. It will create alternative
employment opportunities for local fishermen,
increased tourist visitation and income for local
island communities as well as revenue
generated though admission and licence fees,
which will be used to fund education schemes
and conservation initiatives.

Despite whale shark fishing being banned in
1995, the team has encountered sharks that
have fallen victim to poaching:

The Approach
A three year process is planned to allow time to
develop a collaborative management approach
between the MWSRP, local governing bodies
and the Maldivian Government.

WS 047 with attached Harpoon

In 2007 whale shark WS047 was found impaled
by a harpoon and in 2008 WS067’s first dorsal
fin was almost entirely severed in an
unsuccessful finning attempt.

Fig 1.1 Map of Southern South Atoll identifying
the target area of the MPA in blue.
The following are some of the key outputs of the
Marine Protected Area programme:
‘Joey’ WS 067



An ‘eco-facility’ incorporating a field
station for schools, a visitor centre and a
research laboratory



A training and accreditation scheme
developed in association with travel
foundation UK for local tour operators
including fisherman



Collaborative research projects between
Maldivian students, outside experts and
volunteers

The Goal
The goal of the MWSRP is to create the largest
Marine Protected Area (MPA) in the Republic of
Maldives, preserving a globally significant
aggregation site for the whale shark whilst
providing a focus for community based ecotourism.
Defining an area in which whale shark tourism
and poaching can be monitored and regulations
-4-
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A whale shark monitoring
among tour operators



A public outreach campaign for the
whale shark throughout the republic



A UK/Maldivian school exchange project
with South Ari schools

EXCAVATIONS AT THE ISLAMIC FORT
OF RUWAYDHA IN NW QATAR

network

There was a special presentation on 18 March
2008 by Islamic archaeologist Dr Andrew
Petersen, director of the University of Wales
archaeological expedition to Qatar. In his
presentation, entitled Excavations at the
Islamic fort of Ruwaydha in NW Qatar,
Dr Petersen told us about the first of [hopefully]
several seasons of excavations at Ruwayda, a
large ruined Islamic fort in NW Qatar.
For those of you who have been on the
'Northern Forts' tours, Ruwaydha is the very
large ruined fort a few kilometres south-west of
Al Ruwais, the town on the northernmost tip of
the Qatar peninsula, with mangroves fringing its
shoreline. Until this year it has never been
excavated.
The famous archaeologist Beatrice de Cardi and
her British team in 1972-1973 made a surface
collection of potsherds, some of which dated to
the early Islamic period, i.e. 10th – 11th century.
Now a team of 6 archaeologists from the
University of Wales, based in Lampeter, has
come to Qatar to excavate this remarkable and
unusual Islamic site. Dr Petersen gave details
of the recent excavations, which finish later this
month, and suggested reasons for the
development and subsequent abandonment of
the site.

Fig1.2 Satellite image of Southern South Ari. The
colour
markers
represent
whale
shark
encounters from 2006 (green), 2007 (red) and
2008 (yellow).

Adam Harman,
Maldives Whale Shark Research
Programme
Ruwayda Fort – the low mounds formed from the
remains of the fort walls

The QNHG hopes to arrange for a member of
the MWSRP to give a presentation about their
research in the autumn of this year. Watch this
space!

The ruined walls and towers, which were no
more than mounds of rubble before the
archaeologists began excavating, appear to
consist of an earlier square fort within a later
-5-
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much larger walled structure. One of the corner
mounds of the fort was excavated by the team,
revealing the well-built base of a circular tower
and part of the walls. Fragments of pottery and
bone were found, and also ash, samples of
which have been taken for carbon dating.

Iran and imitating Turkish ware, which in turn
derived its inspiration from Chinese designs.
There were the inevitable pieces of glass paste
bangles from India which litter almost every late
Islamic site in Qatar, as well as a number of
glass beads.
We hope to coordinate a QNHG field trip to the
site sometime next season, as Dr Petersen feels
it is better left until next year when there will be
more to see.
Fran Gillespie
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL WITH QNHG
EID – SEPTEMBER 2009
PALACE ON WHEELS, INDIA & TURKEY
The QNHG Overseas Trip Co-ordinators, Jane
Hoelker & Fathima Zahir have been working
with Mannai Travel to offer trips during Eid, in
September, 2009. In the last issue of the
newsletter we presented details of one of the
world’s most luxurious trains – The Palace on
Wheels and gave details of the proposed
itinerary, 9 nights seeing the wonderful palaces
and forts of Dehli, Bharatpur and Agra and
more. Truly a trip of a lifetime!

The excavated circular tower and walls

The archaeologists felt certain that there must
have been a source of fresh water close by,
although none is visible now. The presence of
mangroves, which require a mixture of saline
and fresh water to grow, also suggested this. A
search revealed a small shallow depression,
and digging uncovered the stones at the top of a
circular well about a metre under the present
ground surface.

The official website for Palace on Wheels is:
http://www.palaceonwheels.net
The second trip offered in association with
Mannai Travel is a holiday in Turkey.

Glass, beads and pottery finds

A small house in the corner of the courtyard
within the fort was also excavated. Small finds
from this and other areas include fine Chinese
ceramics from the 18th century, and colourful
red and blue glazed fragments of pottery dating
to the late 16th or early 17th century, made in

The tour starts and finishes in Istanbul (18th –
25th September) and includes visits to
Canakkale, Kusadasi, Pamukkale, Konya,
-6-
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Cappadocia & Ankara. Highlights include visits
to the Blue Mosque, Tokapi Palace and the
Grand Bazaar in Istanbul. Day 2 begins with a
scenic drive to Gallipoli and on to Troy. In the
following days the tour includes such ancient
sites as the Acropolis and the Temple of Trajan
in Pegamon, the Temple of Artemis in Ephesus
and the antique city of Hierapolis, to name but a
few.
The cost of the package includes a return
economy flight to Istanbul, full board and all
local transport; prices given are based on two
people sharing a room.
For full details please visit the QNHG website,
www.qnhg.org/activities/overseastrips .

Our young Kenyan porters!

In the evening it started to rain. Unfortunately, it
snowed during the night and our tent had been
pitched in the middle of a little ‘river’. But we
survived without being flushed out!

If you are interested in making a booking on
either of the two tours please contact either
Jane Hoelker or Fathima Zahir by email
overseas-trips-coordinator@qnhg.org

Jambo! Karibu!
Jambo! Karibu!
These are definitely the words you can hear
most in Kenya. Hello and welcome! The
friendly, smiling people of Kenya really make
you feel welcome. This beautiful African country
on the equator has an awful lot to offer its
visitors.
Lenie van Duijn describes a recent trekking
holiday in this wonderful country…..
Liiki North Valley

Our trip in October 2008 started with a 5hr flight
from Doha to Nairobi. We spent our first night at
the Maro Moru River Lodge where we met our
guides and talked through our plans for the
coming trek to the summit of Mount Kenya. This
is the holy mountain for the Kikuyu tribe. We
made the trip together with John, our very
experienced local guide, and four young guys
who carried our belongings, theirs, a tent,
kitchen equipment and food for all of us for 5
days.

The next day we trekked to Shipton Camp, at an
altitude of 4200m and close to the summit. It
was getting much harder now! We had planned
to set out very early on the fourth day to give us
time to reach the top, Point Lenana at 4985m. It
is a steep climb/trek over 4 to 5 hours. But, I
wasn’t feeling well because of the high altitude
and experienced headaches and weakness. So,
together with John, we decided to make a
detour. Not to the snow covered summit but
through a beautiful area with lakes and snow as
well.

We walked the first day to Old Moses Camp at
an altitude of 3300m, the easiest part of the trek.
Our second day was spent trekking to Liiki North
Valley, at 3900m, where we slept in a tent.
-7-
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We saw large numbers of zebra, wildebeest,
antelopes, elephants, lions, hyenas, buffalo, and
giraffes and of course, many and various lovely
birds. We made early morning trips, sunset trips
and a walk accompanied by a Masai warrior,
acting as our security guard.

On the fifth day we descended Mount Kenya. It
had been a hard trip and, because of my altitude
sickness, not everything had gone the way we
had planned. But, it was a great experience in
lovely nature and surrounded by wonderful and
supporting people.
Via Nairobi we went to the east coast and spent
a few days on the island of Lamu. Here, there
are no cars and the local people use donkeys to
help with the heavy work. Now we had time to
relax our tired legs and discover this lovely
island. The architecture bears Arabic influences
and the people have a much lighter skin and
some of them have Arabic faces. We spent our
days in Lamu sailing, fishing and swimming.
Back in Nairobi our kids and their partners
joined us. Next day we travelled further to
Amboseli National Park from where, Mount
Kilimanjaro, the highest mountain of Africa, can
be seen in the distance. Amboseli means ‘white
dust’ and is an open area where wildlife is quite
easy to spot.

From Amboseli we travelled on to Lake Nakuru.
This lake is alkaline and famous for the millions
of flamingos and pelicans which congregate
there. The park is also a rhino sanctuary.

Lake Nakuru
Elephants in Amboseli National park
-8-
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Travelling on we arrived next at Lake Naivasha
which is a fresh water lake and the centre of
Kenya’s flower industry, a beautiful place with
hippo’s, giraffes, fish eagles and many other bird
species to spot.
And finally, we travelled to visit the splendid
Masai Mara. There we stayed in luxurious tents
at
Basecamp
Masai
Mara.
Visit
www.basecampexplorer.com
and get
an
impression of this organisation which has
developed environmentally friendly camps in
different
locations,
involves
the
local
communities, sets up health care systems and
takes care of the education of the local children.

Young Masai men

All too soon it was time to say goodbye or ‘kwa
heri’ to this wonderful country and its
exceptional rich nature.
Masai Mara lion

Lenie van Duijn, QNHG member

The Masai Mara is a great location for spotting
cheetahs, leopards, lions, crocodiles and all the
other wildlife that we had seen in Amboseli.

RAMBLE REPORT
A GENTLE BIRDWALK AT QATAR
UNIVERSITY, February 6th 2009.
Leaders: Brian & Louise Hunter.
The main idea behind this ramble was to
encourage beginner and would-be birders in
their birding careers. The ramble was organized
specifically for novices but all were welcome,
especially junior ramblers.
About 30 adults and children met up in the
parking lot across from the administration
building in Qatar University around 7.30am. The
ramblers were split into small groups, each with
1 or 2 more experienced birders to guide the
beginners and help with identification.

An elegant Giraffe in the Masai Mari

-9-
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The target of the ramble was to introduce
everyone to the most common town / country
birds that anyone might see in their travels
around Doha. Laminated photo guides were
handed out; these were very popular and helped
to give everyone confidence in their bird
spotting. The three pairs of binoculars
purchased by QNHG also came in very handy.

The ramblers more than met their target of
seeing 10 species. The complete list was:
Common
Kestrel
(Falco
tinnunculus)
Grey Francolin (Francolinus pondicerianus)
Rock
Dove
(Columba
livia)
Collared
Dove
(Streptopelia
decaocto)
Laughing Dove (Streptopelia senegalensis)
Ring-necked Parakeet (Psittacula krameri)
White-eared Bulbul (Pycnonotus leucotis)
Red-vented
Bulbul
(Pycnonotus
cafer)
Common Chiffchaff (Phylloscopus collybita)
Southern Grey Shrike (Lanius meridionalis)
Isabelline
Shrike
(Lanius
isabellinus)
Common
Myna
(Acridotheres
tristis)
White-throated Munia (Euodice malabarica)
House
Sparrow
(Passer
domesticus)
Song
Thrush
(Turdus
philomelos)
White Wagtail (Motacilla alba)

Ring-necked Parakeet (Psittacula krameri)

The groups ambled through the university
grounds; a mixture of lawns and flower beds and
open scrub, taking note of anything that flew into
sight and enjoying the mild spring weather. We
were rewarded by good sightings of all the most
common species generally seen plus one or two
less common ones including Song Thrush and
White Throated Munia (aka Indian Silver Bill). A
further treat was the sighting of a couple of
Cape Hares chasing each other in the open
scrubland.

Grey Francolin (Francolinus pondicerianus)

Photographs: John Thompson
RAMBLE REPORT

QNHG Members in Beach Clean-up
Mangroves North of Al Khor.

By the end of the ramble it was obvious from
cries such as ‘there’s a francolin’ and ‘kestrel!’
that the ramblers were enthusiastically and
confidently spotting and identifying species that
only 2 hours before had been unfamiliar ‘little
brown birds’. All in all, it was a very successful
and relaxed ramble and one that will hopefully
be the basis of future birding trips for those
beginner birders of the QNHG.

Leaders: David Gillespie & Fran Gillespie.
The morning of Friday 23rd January was
particularly windy and cold but the inclement
weather did not deter more than 40 QNHG
members and friends from venturing out on a
visit to Al Khor Island, to visit the archaeological
sites and to take part in a much needed beach
clean-up. After parking on the mainland, the
- 10 -
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ramblers walked, and waded in places, to the
island across a narrow causeway.

improvement to the local environment. The
plastic sacks were donated by The Friends of
the Environment Centre in Doha.

Jazirat bin Ghanim, aka Al khor Island, is a
small, fish-shaped island, tethered to the
mainland by a causeway which had been cut in
two places to allow tidal access to the mangrove
forest which surround the causeway and island.
The island features unusual and interesting
vegetation and the mangrove forests are home
to fish, crabs, shellfish and a wide variety of
birds. Some of the species recorded include
White-breasted Kingfishers, Glossy Ibis, Marsh
Harriers, Greater Flamingos and numerous
waders.

QNHG Members with just some of the rubbish
collected from the beach

QNHG LIBRARY NEWS
Qatar Natural History Group has its own
library covering a wide range of natural history
subjects focussing on the Arabian Gulf especially Qatar.
BOOK REVIEW

Working for Wildlife - The Arabian
Leopard Trust

Although small the island features a range of
archaeological sites covering a period of several
thousand years. Excavations took place in
1980/1 by the French Mission and in 2000 by
the British/Qatari Qatar Archaeology Project.
The island has been identified as an ancient
purple dye producing site and artefacts and
remains of buildings occupied during those
times can be observed.

The Arabian Leopard (Pantheria pardus nimur)
is a rare and beautiful creature. Most of us will
never be lucky enough to see one, since they
have been hunted to the verge of extinction. The
remaining wild Arabian Leopards live in the
remote mountains of Oman, Yemen and Saudi
Arabia. With no more than 200 still in existence,
the International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) lists
Pantheria
pardus
nimur
as
Critically
Endangered.

Fran Gillespie gave a guided walk around the
archaeological areas and explained how the
prized purple dye had been produced from
shellfish collected around the island. Dr. Renee
Richer was on hand to identify plant species. Of
particular interest at this time of year was the
parasitic yellow flowering plant Desert Hyacinth
(Cistanche tubulosa ).

The Arabian Leopard Trust (ALT) was formed by
Marijcke Jongbloed and other passionate
volunteers in 1994 to save the Arabian Leopard.
The book, Working for Wildlife, tells the ALT
story
from
1993
to
2001
including
correspondence, photographs and the memoirs
of ALT members &supporters. Working for
Wildlife describes the ALT’s efforts to raise
funds, stop hunting, educate the community,
and start a captive breeding program. The book
highlights the great support of Sheikh Sultan bin
Mohammad Al-Qassimi in establishing the

The ramblers later embarked upon a beach
clean-up. The tidal flows around the island result
in a massive build-up of refuse ranging from
plastic bags and bottles to cans, fishing nets and
even plastic drums. In a short space of time the
enthusiastic ramblers had filled over 30 plastic
sacks with refuse, making a significant
- 11 -
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Breeding Centre for Endangered Arabian
Animals. Through their success with captive
breeding, the ALT is helping to save not just the
Arabian Leopard but other endangered species
such as Gordon’s Wildcat. Whilst the Breeding
Centre is not open to the public; you can visit
the adjoining Arabian Wildlife Centre in Sharjah
and may even get to see an Arabian Leopard, if
you are lucky.

Arabic and one in English) containing detailed
maps and photographs of coral reefs between
Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. It was
kindly donated by Dolphin Energy and QNHG
talk’s coordinator, Orlin Lavallie.
The Living Desert – part of the Arabian
Heritage Series, published by Motivate
Publishing, UAE. Observations of flora and
fauna of the UAE, presented as a guide to a
typical year. The author, Marycke Jongbloed, is
a close friend of QNHG PR & Media
Coordinator, Fran Gillespie. The Living Desert
inspired Fran to write her book, Discovering
Qatar.
Field Guide to the Geology of Oman, by Samir
S Hanna: Oman has some spectacular geology.
This guide contains information for a number of
field trips, with detailed information on the rock
formations. It’s a useful reference for anyone
visiting the mountains of Oman.
Birdwatching Guide to Oman, by Dave
Sargeant, Hanne Eriksen & Jens Eriksen: This
book contains detailed information and beautiful
photographs by Hanne & Jens Eriksen - guest
speakers at QNHG April 2009 meeting.
A Birdwatcher's Guide to Qatar, by Christine
and John Oldfield: We are pleased to return a
copy of this book to the library, which was
written by two QNHG members. It has excellent
data for birdwatchers in Qatar, even though
some of the habitats have changed somewhat
since its publication in 1994.

Working for Wildlife is just one of many rare and
interesting books held in the Qatar Natural
History Group library. Sadly, like many other
books in the QNHG library, Working for Wildlife
has never been borrowed by any member.
Members are encouraged to borrow from the
library; all that’s required is payment of a
refundable deposit.

Birds of Britain and Europe, by AA Publishing,
United Kingdom: Kindly donated to the library by
a QNHG member.
The Phoenix, Number 25 January 2009: This
annual magazine is complied and distributed by
Michael Jennings - Coordinator of the Atlas of
the Breeding Birds of Arabia (ABBA). It contains
a number of excellent articles and photographs.

New Additions to QNHG Library

A data base giving details of all the items in the
library is in the process of being prepared and
will be online, in due course, for you to browse
at your leisure. Many thanks to all those people
and organisations for their generous donations
to our library.

Since our last newsletter we’ve had a number of
great new additions to the Qatar Natural History
Group Library, including the following:
CORAL in the Southeastern Arabian Gulf published by Dolphin Energy, Emirates Wildlife
Society and World Wildlife Fund for Nature: This
is a beautiful two volume publication (one in

Mark Murase
QNHG Librarian
- 12 -
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BIRDING NEWS

Oman (2005) and Birdwatching guide to Oman
(2008).

DESERT EAGLE OWL DIET, QATAR
Their website, www.BirdsOman.com, gives
information on birds and birdwatching in Oman
and contains over 4,000 images in the Photo
Gallery. More that 6,000 of their pictures have
been
published
in
books,
magazines,
newspapers, calendars, postcards, jigsaw
puzzles, stamps and even on coins and bank
notes.

During 2008 a collection of pellets was made at
a roost site of a Desert Eagle Owl Bubo
ascalaphus in southern Qatar from which 63
small mammal and bird skulls were recovered
(listed below). Sundevall’s jird Meriones crassus
was clearly the main prey of the Desert Eagle
Owl in this part of Qatar with the majority of all
prey items identified being this species.
Sundevall’s jird Meriones crassus Qty 37
(58.7%)
Unidentified jird Meriones sp Qty 4 (6.4%)
Lesser jerboa Jaculus jaculus Qty 18 (28.6%)
Unidentified bird species Qty 2 (3.1%)
Cheesman’s jerbil Gerbillus cheesmani Qty 1
(1.6%)
Cape hare Lepus capensis Qty 1 (1.6%)
The determination of the pellet contents was
completed with the assistance of the Harrison
Museum, Sevenoaks, Kent, UK.
Jamie Buchan & Brian Hunter
This article was first published in the Phoenix
magazine, Number 25, January 2009.
LECTURE PROGRAMME
The last three lectures for the 2008/09 season
start with a presentation on April 1st by Hanne
and
Jens
Eriksen,
entitled
Nature
Photography: How, When & Where.
Using images from around the world they will
show how to get better pictures and will address
topics such as equipment, composition, focus,
light, depth of field and follow-up work on the
computer. Specific suggestions will be given on
how to improve your photos.

Hanne & Jens Eriksen

The presentation on Wednesday 6th May will be
given by Renee Hughes, entitled Images of
Arabia.
Renee has been in Qatar for just over two years
and is the Assistant Director of Nursing at
ASPETAR (Qatar Orthopaedic and Sports
Medicine Hospital). She came to commission
the Hospital and has remained as part of the
Senior Nursing Team.

The Eriksens have lived and worked in the
Middle East for over 22 years, 19 of them in
Oman. They are now based in Abu Dhabi.
Between them they have won numerous photo
competitions, including five times winning the
Bird Photograph of the Year competition
organized by the magazine British Birds. They
are the authors or co-authors of over 100
articles and 13 books including Birdlife in Oman
(1999), Oman Bird List (2003), Common Birds in

Renee has spent most of her working life in the
Middle East with fourteen years in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia. During this time she has
travelled extensively in the country and has
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amassed a collection of photographs and
artefacts. She will take us on a journey through
some fantastic scenery and significant historical
sites; introduce the culture and the people and
include some natural history topics.

The final lecture of the season will be held on
Wednesday 3rd June.
RAMBLE / FIELD TRIP PROGRAMME
Rambles? Field trips? Don't be confused. We
have decided to merge the two. From now on
our weekend perambulations around Qatar
(usually on Fridays, but occasionally on
Saturday) will be referred to as Rambles,
although the final trip of the month (previously
the Field Trip) will generally be somewhat
longer.
We hope that this will be a bit less confusing
and will give us greater flexibility in planning
trips - many of the "rambles" organised this past
year by our able Rambles Coordinator (the
Rambling Man himself, David Mundie) were
indistinguishable in scope from the field trips
anyway. Now you can expect an interesting
event almost every weekend during the season.
We look forward to your continued participation.

The White Mountain at Harrat Khyber, a huge lava
field outside Medina

Renee is currently working on two books, one
on her adventures as a single woman travelling
through the Kingdom and the other in
conjunction
with
the
renowned
Saudi
photographer Mohammed Babelli who has been
commissioned by the royal family of Saudi
Arabia to publish travel books to promote
tourism. Renee was formerly involved with the
Supreme Commission for Tourism and
Antiquities and acted as a tour guide for both
internal and external clients.

Details of the field trip program for the 2008/09
season may be found on the QNHG website.
Those planned for the rest of this season are
listed below:
Ras Abrouq, Friday March 27th
What to Expect: The classic Qatar ramble:
lovely scenery, the famous movie set for the
Qatar remake of Laurence of Arabia, and
Ostriches.

People always associate Saudi Arabia with sand
dunes. You will see a few, but apart from snow
coated mountains you will experience just about
every other landscape imaginable!

Friday April 3rd Jazirat Um Tays National Park.
(David Pulls) There will be three activities: a
beach cleanup ramble on the 3rd, camping that
night, and a survey on the 4th. The survey is
limited to 25 QNHG members.
Friday April 10th: Oryx Farm (Nadeera Rangika)
Friday April 17th: Special Rambling Song Party
(David Mundie)
May: Doha West Bay Dhow trip
For further information about field trips please
check the website
http://www.qnhg.org/activities/fieldtrips or
contact the coordinator, David Mundie (details
given below).
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SITUATIONS VACANT!
Talks Co-ordinators:
Fran Gillespie / Orlin Lavallie
talks-coordinator@qnhg.org
simple_prairieboy@yahoo.ca /
gillespi@qatar.net.qa

The QNHG Ramble and Fieldtrips coordinator,
David Mundie, will be leaving Doha in early May
to return to the USA. He will be greatly missed;
his enthusiasm and dedication to QNHG and
‘Rambling’ has been much appreciated.

Ramble / Fieldtrips Co-ordinator:
David Mundie
Field-trip-coordinator@qnhg.org
Rambles-coordinator@qnhg.org
dmundie@cert.org

Our former Chairman, Jens-Ole Koch, is also on
the move, he plans to leave Qatar before the
summer.
Mira Baz, QNHG secretary, has relocated to
Syria.

Overseas Trip Co-ordinators:
Jane Hoelker / Fathima Zahir
overseas-trips-coordinator@qnhg.org
jhoelker@gmail.com / fathimazahir@gmail.com

Many thanks to you all and good luck in your
new adventures.

Social Secretary:
Miranda Mopulit / Anna Yaroshenko
Social-secretary@qnhg.org
/mirandam@iafrica.com

2008/9 COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Chairman:
Michael Lesser
chairman@qnhg.org m.lesser@qfcra.com

Qatari Liaison Officer:
Mubarak Abdalla Al-Khulaifi
Qatar-liason-officer@qnhg.org
mubarak@qpmcqatar.com

Secretary:
Shanthini Balasubramaniam
secretary@qnhg.org

Webmaster:
Salman Siddiqui
webmaster@qnhg.org
salman.siddiqui@ucalgary.ca

Treasurer:
Michael Lesser
treasurer@qnhg.org m.lesser@qfcra.com

Librarian:
Mark Murase
librarian@qnhg.org murase@qp.com.qa

Membership Secretary:
Tissa Salter
membership-secretary@qnhg.org
Tissa55@gmail.
Newsletter Editor:
Louise Hunter
newsletter-editor@qnhg.org
hunterlm95@yahoo.com

Welcome to Shanthini Balasubramaniam
who has volunteered to take over as Secretary
of QNHG.
Michael Lesser has taken on the role of
Chairman and is continuing in his role as
Treasurer.

PR & Media:
Fran Gillespie
pr-representative@qnhg.org
gillespi@qatar.net.qa.

Details of the QNHG Committee members may
also be found on the website using the following
linkwww.qnhg.org/aboutus/contactus.
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